Dear Judges and dreamers,

Please accept and view my submission for what it is; a submission from an individual artist with a life long desire to build a large flywheel of many thousands of pounds and have the sun move it right before the eyes!

My vision is simple and boils down to simply inspiring future visitors as to the awesome power of the sun and human ingenuity to make a large mass move and then become useful as a power source for the site lighting.

At night the stored kinetic energy is used to generate site wide ambient and accent flywheel generator lighting.

As a single person entry I can only offer you my visual designs and I regret I cannot supply an environmental impact statement although my website will show I am a very thoughtful minimalist artist. If I were chosen to work in the next phase of development I would above all listen to the experts and clients and preserve the sanctity on the site.

Thank you very much for your consideration,

Artist and educator..........